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PART 1: MULTIPLE CHOICE
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the underlined part that needs correction in
each of the following questions.
1: My English teacher always reminds me that a honorable student never cheats in the exam.
A
B
C
D
2: FIFA, which is also known as International Federation of Association Football, was originally
A
B
set by in 1904 to oversee international football competitions.
C
D
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word that differs from the other three in
the position of primary stress in each of the following questions.
3:
A. replace
B. trophy
C. global
D. region
4:
A. announcer
B. tournament
C. continent
D. luxury
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word whose underlined part differs
from the other three in pronunciation in each of the following questions.
5:
A. headache
B. character
C. architecture
D. champion
6:
A. victory
B. still
C. thrilling
D. title
Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct answer to each of the following
questions.
7: The One Pillar Pagoda is _______ of the Ly dynasty’s architecture and Buddhist temples in Vietnam.
A. representative
B. scholarly
C. talented
D. achievable
8: Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the
underlined word(s) in the following question: The Oscar, which takes place every year, is generally
regarded as the most famous and prestigious film award.
A. hosts
B. interrupts
C. ends
D. occurs
9: Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) CLOSEST in meaning to the
underlined word(s) in the following question: Her voice didn’t convey emotion, therefore he couldn’t
become a famous actor.
A. feeling
B. interruption
C. movement
D. tears
10: Cartoons use animation techniques to photograph a ________ of drawings rather than real people or
objects.
A. adventure
B. sequence
C. character
D. violence
11: Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the sentence that best completes the
following exchanges.
- EULA: ________________ - ROSA: I’m not sure. France won the title perhaps.
A. Where was the 2018 World Cup held?
B. Which national football team was the runner-up of the 2018 World Cup?
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C. Who was the host of the 2018 World Cup?
D. Which country was the champion in the 2018 World Cup?
12: Mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the word(s) OPPOSITE in meaning to
the underlined word(s) in the following question: The car is moving at a snail’s pace. At this rate, we will
be late for the meeting.
A. rapidly
B. jointly
C. violently
D. unhurriedly
13: Having known Wowy for a long time, I regard him _______ a great colleague and a true friend.
A. as
B. to
C. at
D. by
14: It took me almost one hour to find _______ good place to park my car yesterday.
A. an
B. the
C. a
D. Ø
15: This is _________ film I have ever seen.
A. the interesting
B. the most interesting C. most interesting
D. the more interesting
16: Thanks to the excellent acting of the actress, the audiences find it easier to relate _______ the main
character in the movie.
A. of
B. at
C. to
D. about
17: _________ he earns a lot of money, he doesn’t have a happy life.
A. Despite
B. Although
C. Because of
D. In spite of
18: I think English is _________ French.
A. more easier than
B. easy than
C. easier than
D. the more easy than
Read the following passage and mark the letter A, B, C, or D on your answer sheet to indicate the correct
answer to each of the questions
The Reunification Palace, also known as the Independence Palace, is listed as a historical monument
by witnessing great changes of Ho Chi Minh City’s history throughout the Vietnamese war.
The origin of the Reunification Palace was dated back in 1858, when the French colonists began to
attack Da Nang, starting the war against Vietnam. In 1868, the French government started to design and
build a mansion called Norodom Palace (the original name of today Reunification Palace). It served as a
place for the Southern Government in the center of Ho Chi Minh City. In 1955, Ngo Dinh Diem, who
became the new president of Southern Vietnam, lived in Norodom Palace. Finally, in the historic Ho Chi
Minh campaign in 1975, Vietnam gained their victory and reunited the whole country, the Reunification
Palace was the place where the Vietnamese Revolutionary Army won their battle. Nowadays, the Palace is a
special national place visited by many domestic and foreign tourists. The place is also a meeting destination
for guests of all levels and city leaders.
The building was built on an area of 12 hectares, including a large mansion with a width of 80 meters.
Inside the Palace, there is a huge living room which can hold up to 800 people and a large garden with many
trees and lawns. Besides the absolutely outstanding architecture, visitors are also in love with the unique
artifacts displayed inside the Reunification Palace. Most of these are vehicles such as helicopters, tanks and
cars that served either Ngo Dinh Diem or the Vietnamese Revolutionary Army.
The Reunification Palace is not only a historical symbol of Ho Chi Minh City but also the pride of the
Vietnamese. Exploring this historic site will be a memorable experience, especially for foreign visitors who
are keen on the heroic past of Vietnam. If you are a history lover, this will be a place that definitely cannot
be missed.
19: When did the construction of the Reunification Palace begin?
A. In 1868
B. In 1975
C. In 1955
D. In 1858
20: According to the second paragraph, which is NOT MENTIONED as a purpose of the Reunification
Palace throughout its history?
A. the home of Ngo Dinh Diem
B. a meeting place for city leaders
C. a place to hold important festivals
D. a tourist destination
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21: What does the word “these” in the THIRD paragraph refer to?
A. the trees
B. the unique artifacts
C. the valuable works of art
D. the living room and garden
22: What is the main idea of the THIRD paragraph?
A. The history of the Reunification Palace
B. The artifacts in the Reunification Palace
C. The historical meaning of the Reunification Palace
D. The attractions of the Reunification Palace
23: According to the text, who would you recommend to visit the Reunification Palace?
A. city leaders
B. people who want good entertainment
C. people who are interested in history
D. the government
CLOZE TEST: Read the text below and choose the best answer that fits in the gap of each sentence.
A Disney Channel original movie, High School Musical is a true teenage love story following two
main (24)________: Troy (starring Zac Efron) and Gabriella (portraited by Vanessa A. Hudgens). The two
met on a karaoke stage on night while on vacation. Despite the magical song they sang together, they would
(25)________ never see each other again. However, Gabriella’s mom gets transferred and she ends up going
to the same high school as Troy. While the two are happy to see each other again, things are a lot different
(26)________ the rigid social structure of high school does not let them be who they are. Gabriella, known
in her last school as a “math geek”, does not seem to fit into Troy’s world of basketball and cheerleaders.
The two really cause a lot of troubles when they try out for the lead parts in the high school musical.
Although many students (27)________ it at first, Troy and Gabriella’s singing together has opened the doors
for others to shine as well. With a very talented cast and a great love story, High School Musical is a huge
hit with kids and teens. But the movie also succeeds (28)________ another way – it brings students together
and recognize each person’s talent and contribution.
24: A. replacements
B. characters
C. directors
D. positions
25: A. probably
B. approximately
C. intially
D. interestingly
26: A. because
B. because of
C. despite
D. although
27: A. oppose
B. defend
C. agree
D. save
28: A. to
B. in
C. about
D. of
PART 2: CONTROLLED WRITING
WORD FORM
Use the word given to FORM A WORD that fits in the gap of each sentence.
29: The speech was so long and _______that by the time he finished, everybody had fallen asleep.
(BOREDOM)
30: _______, Vietnam has gone through many wars and battles against invaders in order to protect our
independence. (HISTORY)
31: The success of the single album “Dynamite” has made BTS become a _______ super star boy band.
(GLOBE)
32: It’s a _______ that many people are homeless after the flood. (TRAGIC)
33: Shara didn’t know that many famous people would attend the party, so she dressed rather ________ and
informally. (ATTRACTIVE)
34: After working two years as a knight, Jean was finally _______ to Grand Master for her service.
(PROMOTION)
KEY WORD TRANSFORMATION
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Complete the second sentence so that it has a similar meaning to the first sentence, using the word given.
DO NOT CHANGE THE WORD GIVEN. You must use between TWO and FIVE words, including the
word given.
35: Hue and Hanoi are not as crowded as Ho Chi Minh city. (CROWDED)
→Ho Chi Minh city ________________ Hue and Hanoi.
36: We have never experienced such hot summer before. (THE)
→It ________________ we have ever experienced.
37: I did not put on my helmet until I saw the policeman standing in the corner. (NOT)
→ It ________________ the policeman standing in the corner that I put on my helmet.
38: France won against Croatia in the final match of the 2018 World Cup. (DEFEATED)
→Croatia ________________ the final match of the 2018 World Cup.
39: Director Lee Isaac Chung made the movie “Minari” from his childhood memory. (BASED)
→The movie “Minari” ________________ Director Lee Isaac Chung’s childhood memory.
40: Although Nick is a famous goalie, he has to take early retirement. (DESPITE)
→Nick has to take early retirement _________ famous goalie.
THE END
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